The analytic solution for the kinetic description of binary reactions can be seen as the continuum version of a basic discrete iterate mapping. This fact allows a clear definition of the reaction characteristic time which takes the backward effect into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
In most usual laboratory and/or astrophysical conditions chemical reactions of type
are well described by the kinetic approach [1] . If n A , n C are the concentrations of species A and C, and n = n A + n C , the problem is fixed by the relative concentrations
Suppose some method is given for picking particles of types A and C while sampling the system. Concentrations X A (t) and X C (t) are then the relative probabilities of getting particles of the corresponding species at time t.
The reaction rates are typically given by the inverse times of free-flight, or velocity/(mean free path) ratios: if v E is the average velocity of type-E particles,
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where σ AB→CD and σ CD→AB are the corresponding reaction cross-sections. The kinetic picture underlying such definitions is well known [2, 3] : in Eq.(3), for example, v B σ AB→CD is the effective cylindric volume presented by particle B to particle A per second. Particle B will consequently meet n A v B σ AB→CD particles A per second.
The relative concentrations as functions of time are then described by the master (or gain/loss) equations
Variation in the abundance of species A is the abundance of species C times the rate of C-to-A transformation (which represents the gain) minus the A abundance times the rate of its disappearance (the loss).
II. THE SOLUTION
Let us introduce the notations a = n v D σ CD→AB and b = n v B σ AB→CD . Situations are not unusual in which both a and b are very nearly constant (see Section IV). In that case, it is possible to obtain general analytical solutions for the above master equations. The problem reduces to solving the differential equation
with constant coefficients. By their very meanings, a > 0 and b > 0. Evolution will cease when d dt X C (t) = 0, which suggests two candidate equilibrium values:
Once equilibrium is attained, the backward reaction is as important as the forward reaction and Eq. (1) is, of course, better written with a two-sided arrow,
The X 2 C term in the right-hand side of (5) is present only if a = b. In that case the solution is
with K an integration constant whose determination will later provide our main result. As lim x→∞ tanh(x) = 1, this solution tends indeed to one of the above candidate equilibria:
The solution for X A (t) = 1 − X C (t) is obtained by simply exchanging parameters a and b.
Equilibria probabilities are related by
Only to provide some intuitive guidance, plots for toy models (a, b) = (2, 1/2) and (a, b) = An analogous result relates X B to X D . Contact with the usual equilibrium approach [4, 5] can be made through a few simple considerations. In the equilibrium classical (nonrelativisitic, non-quantal) case, particle C (for example) will have concentration n C = g C e µ C /kT λ 3 C , where g C counts the values taken by "internal" degrees of freedom (spin, isospin, etc), λ C is the de Broglie thermal wavelength of particle C (λ C = 2π m C kT ) and µ C is its chemical potential. The equilibrium condition is µ A + µ B = µ C + µ D or, in terms of the fugacities
Direct comparison with the above result leads to
If we use the equipartition formula
We see that the cross-sections have, in this case, just to account for kinematic factors. If 
with, naturally enough, the probabilities tending to equilibrium at X C = X A = 1 2
. An example would be an "elastic" reaction of type
with the same cross-section σ in both sides. The crossed reaction A + B −→ B + A would be accounted for by the general case, as a = nv A σ = b = nv B σ, equilibrium being given by the condition
III. CHARACTERISTIC TIME
There are two main approaches to evolving systems. We have above used the first: time evolution is described by a continuous curve of type X t = f <t> (X 0 ), solution of some differential equation. In the second, evolution is described by the successive iterations of a mapping [6] [7] [8] . The state is known at each step, as if the "time" parameter of the system were defined only at discrete values. We can go from the first approach to the second by taking the intersections leading to a Poincaré map. This approach supposes a characteristic time -the time of a unit step. If a continuous description can be shown to be the interpolation of a discrete mapping [9] , a clear notion of characteristic time obtains. There is, however, a strong requirement: that interpolation must preserve the notion of iteration all along.
This requirement is encapsulated in the so-called semigroup conditions [10] . For a function f (x, t) ≡ f <t> (x) describing the dynamical flow of a system, these conditions are
A sufficient condition for that is that the solution have the form
for some function F (x), its inverse F <−1> (x) and a constant c. This would mean that F (x)
solves the Schröder functional equation
This can be translated into the additive form f [g(
-what matters is that the semigroup conditions be respected.
Let us now notice that the integration constant K in (7) can be obtained by simply taking the inverse function at t = 0. That solution assumes then the form
This is actually the continuum form of an iterate discrete mapping, and fulfills the semigroup requirement. In more detail: introduce the notations f • g for the composition of functions f and g, f <m> for the m-th iterate of f and f <−1> for the function inverse to f . Then, with the functions
expression (18) is in effect the continuum version of
The quantity
is the one-step time in the iteration and indicates the time interval in which the reaction process does make significant progress.
Solution (12) for the special a = b case has already been written in iterative form,
+ z and characteristic time τ = (2b)
, half the time of free flight.
IV. FINAL COMMENTS
The assumption used above -that a and b are constant -actually mean that time . The number of unscattered (that is, keeping the same momentum direction) particles A will then be given by
This is a pure-loss equation, quite the same as that for radiative decay. Eventual reproduction of particles A with the original momentum by other scatterings is neglected, so that there is no gain. The solution is, of course, the radiative decay formula n A (t) = n A (0) e − t τ A .
This corresponds, up to normalizations, to the special solution (12). Expression (21),
coming from gain-loss considerations, takes also the backward reaction into account and provides, in principle at least, a far better measure of the reaction characteristic time.
